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Joint Bayesian Estimation of Voxel Activation and Interregional Connectivity in fMRI
Experiments

Abstract

Brain activation and connectivity analyses in task-based functional magnetic

resonance imaging (fMRI) experiments with multiple subjects are currently at the

forefront of data-driven neuroscience. In such experiments, interest often lies in

understanding activation of brain voxels due to external stimuli and strong association

or connectivity between the measurements on a set of pre-specified groups of brain

voxels, also known as regions of interest (ROI). This article proposes a joint Bayesian

additive mixed modeling framework that simultaneously assesses brain activation and

connectivity patterns from multiple subjects. In particular, fMRI measurements from

each individual obtained in the form of a multi-dimensional array/tensor at each time

are regressed on functions of the stimuli. We impose a low-rank parallel factorization

(PARAFAC) decomposition on the tensor regression coefficients corresponding to the

stimuli to achieve parsimony. Multiway stick breaking shrinkage priors are employed to

infer activation patterns and associated uncertainties in each voxel. Further, the model

introduces region specific random effects which are jointly modeled with a Bayesian

Gaussian graphical prior to account for the connectivity among pairs of ROIs.

Empirical investigations under various simulation studies demonstrate the effectiveness

of the method as a tool to simultaneously assess brain activation and connectivity. The

method is then applied to a multi-subject fMRI dataset from a balloon-analog

risk-taking experiment, showing the effectiveness of the model in providing interpretable

joint inference on voxel-level activations and interregional connectivity associated with

how the brain processes risk.

Key words: Bayesian inference, brain activation, brain connectivity, functional magnetic

resonance imaging, graphical modeling, multiway stick breaking prior, PARAFAC
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1. Introduction

Recently, rapid advancements in different imaging modalities have generated massive

neuroimaging data which are key in understanding how the human brain functions. For the

present article, our motivation is mainly drawn from multi-subject functional MRI (fMRI) studies.

Data from an fMRI scan are processed from the scanner as a four-dimensional tensor object,

where the index of a datum within the tensor provides information about the location of the

datum in space and time. In the context of an fMRI scan, the brain at a single point in time can

be pictured as a three-dimensional tensor partitioned into small cubes, known as voxels [23]. A

relative measure of oxygen in the blood, referred to as the blood oxygen level-dependent (BOLD)

response, is obtained from every voxel in each scan typically acquired around every two seconds.

Such scans can be taken when a subject is in a resting state without any conditions imposed;

when a subject is exposed to certain conditions/stimuli, such as noises or videos; or when a

subject is actively involved in completing a task. As oxygen is required to perform functions in

the brain, these readings are used to infer which parts of the brain are “active” in a given thought

process. Expected activation patterns include local spatial dependence in the sense that voxels

located next to each other tend to be jointly activated, as well as non-local dependencies in which

groups of voxels in distant regions of the brain are activated by a given thought process.

In addition to determining brain activation linked with a specific cognitive or sensorimotor

function, neuroscientists are often interested in the way in which different spatially-adjacent

groups of voxels, referred to as Regions of Interest (ROIs) in the brain work together to process

information. These types of relationships between ROIs are collectively referred to as functional

connectivity [16]. The major contribution of this article is the proposal of a Bayesian modeling

framework that simultaneously detects voxel-level activation and connectivity between different

ROIs with precise characterization of uncertainty for multi-subject fMRI data. These methods,

applied to task-based fMRI experiments, lead to meaningful inferences about the functions of the

human brain in such experimental settings.

Simultaneous analysis of multi-subject 3D fMRI scans is a challenging problem due to the

sheer amount of data. Our modeling framework addresses this issue by using a mixed-effects
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tensor response regression analysis in which low-rank tensor decompositions are combined with a

multiway stick-breaking shrinkage prior to achieve parsimony in the estimation of voxel-level

activation. Such framework provides a powerful and computationally-feasible setting for inferring

activation and connectivity in multi-subject task-related fMRI studies.

Before describing our proposed modeling approach, we present an overview of currently

available methods that separately infer activation at the voxel level and connectivity at the

region-specific level in Sections 1.1 and 1.2 respectively. Section 1.3 then presents a review of

models that jointly infer activation and connectivity. Due to the space constraint, we mainly

focus on describing approaches that would be natural competitors to our proposed approach

either because they share similarities in at least one of the modeling components (e.g.,

tensor-based approaches), or they use the same inferential paradigm (Bayesian approaches).

1.1. Activation Models

Several approaches have been proposed for the analysis of brain activation. Single-subject

frameworks in particular have a rich background for modeling activation. The simplest of them,

known as the General Linear Model (GLM), fits a regression model at each voxel with the

observed voxel-specific BOLD response regressed on activation related predictors and identifies if

the response is significantly associated with the predictors in that voxel [10, 33], after accounting

for multiple testing corrections. Many implementations of the GLM include clusterwise

corrections to account for spatial association using some variant of independent components

analysis. However, work by [8] suggests that many of these methods inflate false-positive rates.

The Banjamini-Hochberg correction [2], which works by setting the false discovery rate, is a

possible solution, but remains incomplete, as it does not take spatial information into account.

Another idea, which addresses the sparse nature of fMRI activation [30], assigns a spike-and-slab

prior on the regression coefficients [4, 45] across all voxels. These priors take the form

βv ∼ γvNormal(0, v1) + (1− γv)Normal(0, v0), (1)
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with βv the activation parameter at voxel v. In this setting, v0 is relatively small, v1 is relatively

large. γv is a zero-one random variable such that Pr(γv = 1) = πv, with πv being the probability

that βv comes from the normal distribution with larger variance. While these methods tend to

have robust sensitivity and specificity, they do not take spatial information into account. In fact,

brain activation is a local process in the sense that spatially contiguous voxels generally tend to

be activated together while performing a task. Spike-and-slab prior distribution is unable to

incorporate such structural information a priori.

Various approaches also account for spatial association in the neighboring voxels by inducing

dependence among voxel-specific regression coefficients using Markov random fields

[47, 19, 37, 24]. In these approaches, the activation coefficients are represented as having a

multivariate normal prior with precision Σ−1. Within Σ−1 the values on the diagonal are the

number of neighbors that voxel v has. The off-diagonal elements σvk are set equal to 1 if voxel v

and voxel k are considered neighbors, and 0 otherwise. Models with this type of Markov random

fields components usually capture, at least partially, the underlying spatial structure in fMRI

data but tend to be computationally expensive. More complex Markov random field structures

may be proposed, but almost certainly at the cost of further decreased computational efficiency.

In contrast, our proposed tensor mixed effect model improves inference by encouraging localized

activation without explicitly employing spatial dependence.

Other sophisticated approaches include spatially varying coefficient (SVC) models which

employ spatial basis functions to model activation-related coefficients [9, 51]. Besides being

computationally expensive, such models are sensitive to the selection of the basis functions, and

require specific knowledge to appropriately calibrate them.

More recently, tensor-based approaches have been proposed and applied to analyze

large-dimensional brain imaging data. Zhou et al. [50] considers a framework that linearly models

a given clinical outcome as a response and uses brain images as tensor covariates. Estimation in

this setting is achieved via maximum likelihood and regularized tensor regression tools based on

tensor decomposition are also used to determine which regions of the brain are associated with

the clinical response. Tensor decomposition methods are covered in further detail in Section 2.

Guhaniyogi et al. [15] proposes a Bayesian tensor regression method in presence of a scalar
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response and a tensor predictor with shrinkage priors to identify cells in the tensor predictor

significantly related to the scalar response. Tensor-based frequentist and Bayesian approaches for

joint modeling of the BOLD response across all voxels in the form of a tensor have also been

developed [e.g., 26, 14]. However, these approaches have not been developed for multi-subject

studies and do not allow us to infer connectivity between brain regions.

1.2. Multi-subject and Connectivity Approaches

In order to overcome the computational challenge of having voxel-level data analyzed for

multiple subjects, early approaches combined information across voxels, either using the general

linear model (GLM) parameter estimates or residual variance. Two-stage methods, such as those

by Bowman et al. [3] and Sanyal and Ferreira [34], fit subject-specific GLMs, and then use

regularization on the parameter estimates to determine activation. Mixture models and

non-parametric Bayesian models [49, 44] have also been proposed to analyze inter- and

intra-subject variability, though they incur heavy computational cost for exact results via Markov

Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC).

While there is considerable literature on activation-only models, literature on Bayesian

functional connectivity offers a much smaller number of distinct approaches. Most of the available

models consider connectivity across clusters of voxels that display similar activity patterns, or

develop connectivity measures across predetermined ROIs. To this end, Patel et al. [31] and Patel

et al. [32] discretized the fMRI time series between regions based on whether they had elevated

activity according to a threshold, and then compared joint and marginal probabilities of elevated

activity. Bowman et al. [3] modeled similarity within and between ROIs based on estimates of

elements of the covariance in a two-stage model. A Dirichlet process prior was used by Zhang

et al. [47] to cluster remote voxels together, asserting that the clustering inferred an inherent

connectivity. Zhang et al. [46] went on to propose a dynamic functional connectivity model,

estimating connective phases and temporal transitions between them.
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1.3. Joint Estimation of Activation and Connectivity

As mentioned above, there are several Bayesian modeling frameworks for assessing activation

or connectivity separately, however, models incorporating both of them jointly in multi-subject

fMRI studies with voxel-level data are comparatively rare in the literature. In the recent past,

Kook et al. [22] proposed an approach in which a Dirichlet process (DP) mixture model is used to

classify voxels as active or inactive via discrete wavelet transformations. The clustering of the

voxels through time via the mixture components is then used to derive a measure of inter-voxel

connectivity within- and between-subjects. While such model succinctly captures activation and

connectivity, the use of a Dirichlet process hinders computational efficiency. Variational Bayes

methods were used to speed-up computation, providing results in a fraction of the time that a full

Markov chain Monte Carlo simulation would require, however these variational approaches lead to

approximate rather than exact posterior inference. In addition, the model of [22] analyzes

voxel-level connectivity, rather than region-of-interest connectivity. Connectivity-informed

activation detection was proposed by [29] using a two-step classical modeling process. First, a

graphical LASSO or oracle-approximating shrinkage is used to cluster voxels into groups, and

then cluster information is incorporated into the estimation for activation effects. This model

differs from our proposal in that it does not provide robust uncertainty quantification, and regions

can not be defined a priori. In addition, activation is detected through an average over

parcellated regions, and as such, voxel-level activation inference is not possible.

Our article proposes a multi-subject Bayesian tensor mixed effect model that provides exact

posterior inference on voxel-level activation using the inherent spatial structure of fMRI and

region-of-interest-level connectivity measures in a single model, while imposing shrinkage on both

measures. Modeling activation and connectivity in a single step reduces model bias over a

two-step modeling process by taking into account any interaction between the activation and

connectivity components. In addition, our approach does not require a multiplicity correction

method when detecting activation and/or connectivity. To elaborate further, the model envisions

the BOLD response over all voxels together for a subject at any time as a tensor and regresses
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this tensor object on the activation related predictors. A tensor decomposition representation is

then used in conjunction with a novel prior structure to make the model more parsimonious while

simultaneously capturing the underlying spatial structure of the data in an efficient manner. This

is one of the key features of using a tensor representation, i.e., it enables the use of a tensor

decomposition structure, which essentially treats the principle axes of the coordinate system as

principal components, inherently preserving localized spatial dependence while reducing the

number of model parameters. This is an advantage with respect to approaches such as those in

[22] which explicitly model local spatial correlation among voxels using spatially dependent prior

distributions on voxel specific activation coefficients, and hence becoming computationally

prohibitive with a large number of voxels, particularly in large multi-subject studies. In addition,

our proposed model incorporates subject-ROI-specific random effects with a Gaussian graphical

prior, imposing regularization on the precision matrix of the effects between regions [39]. Both,

the activation and connectivity parameters are then classified into zero- and nonzero-effect sizes

using the sequential 2-means method proposed by Li and Pati [25]. As a result, the model

produces accurate measures of voxel-wise activation and inter-regional connectivity with

interpretable effect sizes without the need for fine-tuning hyperparameters, basis functions or

multiplicity corrections. In addition, the model is computationally tractable to provide samples

from the exact posterior distribution for 2-D slices or 3-D volumes of brain images, as well as

higher-order tensor images.

The upcoming sections proceed as follows. The model, including the prior structure, is set

forth in the Section 2. This is followed by a section on posterior inference (Section 3) and a section

on simulated studies to empirically validate the model (Section 4). Sensitivity to hyperparameter

specification and comparisons with other models is also shown in Section 4. Section 5 then

describes the multi-subject fMRI data from the balloon-analog risk-taking experiment in detail,

as well as the results obtained from applying the proposed methodology to these data. Finally,

Section 6 summarizes our findings and provides a description of some future extensions.
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2. Methodology

This section begins by setting the tensor notation and the PARAFAC decomposition

structure. The complete modeling framework, including prior structure and hyperparameter

specification, is then detailed.

2.1. Notation and preliminaries

A tensor A is a D−way array (also known as a D-th order tensor) of dimensions

p1 × · · · × pD with (i1, ..., iD)− th cell entry denoted by A[i1, ..., iD] ∈ R,

i1 = 1, .., p1; . . . ; iD = 1, ..., pD. For vectors a1,...,aD of lengths p1, ..., pD respectively, define the

outer product between the vectors, denoted by A = a1 ◦ · · · ◦ aD, as a D−way array with

(i1, ..., iD)− th cell element A[i1, ..., iD] =
∏D
j=1 aj,ij , where aj,ij is the ij − th element of aj . A is

referred to as a rank 1 tensor with dimensions p1 × · · · × pD. A rank-R tensor A is obtained by

summing R rank 1 tensors, A =
∑R

r=1 a1,r ◦ · · · ◦ aD,r. This is also referred to as the

CP/PARAFAC decomposition of rank R [20] and is used due to its relative simplicity [21]. In

what follows, we will refer to aj,r’s as margins of the tensor A.

2.2. Model framework and prior structure

We assume that the whole tensor structure of the fMRI is partitioned into G distinct brain

regions, and that we are interested in effectively measuring brain connectivity between these

regions. Importantly, the proposed model does not assume that the voxel-level activation and the

functional connectivity between predefined regions of interest are independent. As an aside, note

that setting G = 1 reduces the model to a simpler tensor response regression model, which is

explored in a single-subject context in Guhaniyogi and Spencer [14]. Our proposal extends that

model to a multi-subject tensor response regression setting. In addition, the proposed model also

takes inter-regional connectivity into account.

Let Y i,g,t be the tensor of observed BOLD response data in brain region g for the ith subject

at the tth time point. Y i,g,t is observed in the form of a tensor with dimensions p1,g × · · · × pD,g.

In the context of fMRI data analysis, the tensor dimension for a fixed time, subject, and region,
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denoted as D, is two or three, depending on whether a single slice or regional volume is analyzed.

To simultaneously measure activation due to stimulus at voxels in the gth brain region and

connectivity among G brain regions, we employ an additive mixed effect model with tensor-valued

BOLD response and activation-related predictor xi,t ∈ R,

Yi,g,t = Bgxi,t + di,g + Ei,g,t, (2)

for subject i = 1, . . . , n, in region of interest g = 1, . . . , G, and time t = 1, . . . , T . Elements in the

error tensor Ei,g,t are assumed to be independent and identically distributed following a normal

distribution with mean 0 and shared variance σ2
y , though our framework can be extended to

incorporate temporally correlated errors. However, in testing with both simulated and task-based

fMRI data, this does not appear to have a large effect on the model inference.

The model in (2) has 3 components, namely, an activation component, a connectivity

component and an error component. The tensor coefficient Bg ∈ Rp1,g×···×pD,g is used to infer the

strength of the association between xi,t and each voxel in Yi,g,t. In particular, Bg[i1, ..., iD] = 0

implies that the (i1, ..., iD)th voxel in the gth ROI is not activated by the stimulus. In fact, the

activation pattern is typically sparse and localized with only a few nonzero elements in Bg [30].

di,g ∈ R are region- and subject-specific random effects which are jointly modeled to borrow

information across ROIs. This model views connectedness through the elements of the precision

matrix corresponding to different, pre-specified regions of interest, rather than between individual

voxels. In this way, the detected relationship between regions is not directly determined by the

detected activation of a voxel. In the present context, the conditional distributions

(di,g, di,g′)|{di,g′′ : g′′ 6= g, g′} are investigated to assess the strength of connectivity between a pair

of regions. As part of the model development, we impose prior distributions that favor conditional

independence between most pairs di,g and di,g′ , effectively favoring connectivity only among a few

pairs of regions. Choosing a different number of regions will obviously change the network of

regions that inference can be applied to and also the inference in the model parameters. However,

since the partial correlation is used to measure connectivity, the connectivity measured between

two given regions should not be greatly affected by adding or removing other regions from the

model.
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As mentioned above, the coefficient tensor Bg ∈ Rp1,g×···×pD,g in equation (2) characterizes a

sparse relationship between the tensor response and the time-varying covariate xi,t in region g. In

order to achieve parsimony in the number of estimated parameters, Bg is assumed to have a rank

R parallel factorization (PARAFAC) decomposition, which takes the form:

Bg =
R∑
r=1

βg,1,r ◦ · · · ◦ βg,D,r, (3)

with tensor margin effects βg,1,r, ..,βg,D,r. The PARAFAC tensor decomposition dramatically

reduces the number of parameters in Bg from
∏D
j=1 pj,g to R

∑D
j=1 pj,g, where the level of

parameter reduction depends on R. Note that a smaller value of R leads to more parsimony and

computational gain, perhaps at the cost of inferential accuracy. By contrast, a choice of even

moderately large R entails higher computation cost. Using R as a model parameter often

increases computation cost and is deemed unnecessary [15]. In view of the earlier literature, this

article proposes fitting the model with various choices of R and chooses the one that yields the

lowest Deviance Information Criterion (DIC) [12]. More discussion on the choice of R is provided

in the Simulation Studies section.

A critical question remains how to devise a prior distribution on the low-rank decomposition

(3) to facilitate identifying geometric sub-regions in the tensor response which share an

association with the predictor. Additionally, the model intends to build joint priors on region

specific random effects di,gs to assess connectivity patterns. The next two subsections propose

careful elicitation of the prior distributions on Bg and di,g to achieve our stated goals.

2.3. Multiway stick breaking shrinkage prior on Bg to assess activation

Although the spike-and-slab priors for selective predictor inclusion [13, 17] possess attractive

theoretical properties and an easy interpretation, they often lose their appeal due to their

inability to explore a large parameter space. As a computationally-convenient alternative, an

impressive variety of shrinkage priors [5, 1] in the context of ordinary Bayesian high dimensional

regression have been developed.

Shrinkage architecture relies on shrinking coefficients corresponding to unimportant

predictors, while maintaining accurate estimation with uncertainty for important predictor
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coefficients. The existing shrinkage prior literature serves as a basis to the development of

shrinkage priors on the tensor coefficients. However, constructing such a prior on Bg presents

additional challenges. To elaborate on it, notice that proposing a prior on a low-rank PARAFAC

decomposition of Bg is equivalent to specifying priors over tensor margins βg,j,r. Since every cell

coefficient in Bg is a nonlinear function of the tensor margins, careful construction of shrinkage

priors on βg,j,rs is important to impose desirable tail behavior of Bg[i1, ..., iD] parameters. To this

end, this article employs a multiway stick-breaking shrinkage prior on Bg to ensure desirable tail

behavior. More specifically, the following shrinkage prior is proposed on the tensor margins

βg,j,r ∼ N (0, φg,rτgWg,j,r) , Wg,j,r = diag
(
ωg,j,r,1, . . . , ωg,j,r,pj

)
,

where

ωg,j,r,` ∼ Exp

(
λ2
g,j,r

2

)
, λg,j,r

iid∼ Gamma(aλ, bλ),

for j = 1, ..., D and g = 1, ..., G. Flexibility in modeling tensor margins are accommodated by

introducing W g,j,rs. In fact, integrating out W g,j,r and λg,j,r yields a generalized double Pareto

shrinkage prior for the elements of βg,j,r conditional on φg,r. The proposed prior defines a set of

rank specific scale parameters φg,r using a stick breaking construction of the form

φg,r = ξg,r
r−1∏
l=1

(1− ξg,l), r = 1, ..., R− 1, and φg,R = 1−
R−1∑
r=1

φg,r =
R−1∏
l=1

(1− ξg,l) that achieves

efficient shrinkage across ranks, where ξg,r
iid∼ Beta(1, αg). Finally, the global scale parameters are

modeled as τ1, ..., τG
iid∼ Gamma(aτ , bτ ).

Without constraints on the values for φg,r ∈ Φg, where r = 1, . . . , R, identifiability issues

arise in the posterior sampling for the variance terms for βg,j,r ∈ Bg. In order to address this

issue, a stick-breaking structure is imposed on φg,r’s, as described above. In effect, this prevents

φg,r’s from switching labels across ranks in which the variance of βg,j,r may be close together.

The result of this constraint is a more stable MCMC for the posterior draws of βg,j,r. The tuning

parameter αg in the stick-breaking construction determines which tensor rank R is favored by

data. In particular, αg → 0 favors small values of most φg,r a-priori. Therefore, a data-dependent

learning of αg is essential in order to tune to the desired sparsity in Bg. The subsection on
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hyperparameter specification discusses a model-based choice of αg, along with the specific choices

for aλ, bλ, aτ , and bτ .

2.4. Bayesian Graphical Lasso Prior for modeling connectivity

Following [38], to capture connectivity between different regions for individuals, di,gs are

jointly modeled with a Gaussian graphical lasso prior. To be more precise,

di = (di,1, .., di,G)′ ∼ N(0,Σ−1), i = 1, ..., n,

p(σ|ζ) = C−1
∏
k<l

[DE(σkl|ζ)]

G∏
k=1

[
Exp(σkk|

ζ

2
)

]
1Σ∈P+ , (4)

where P+ is the class of all symmetric positive definite matrices and C is a normalization

constant. σ = (σkl : k ≤ l) is a vector of upper triangular and diagonal entries of the precision

matrix Σ. Using properties of the multivariate Gaussian distribution, a small value of σkl stands

for weak connectivity between ROIs k and l, given the other ROIs. In fact, σkl = 0 (k < l) implies

that there is no connectivity between ROIs k and l, given the other ROIs. Thus, to favor

shrinkage among off-diagonal entries of Σ for drawing inference on connectivity between pairs of

ROIs, the Bayesian graphical lasso prior employs double exponential prior distributions on the

off-diagonal entries of this precision matrix. The diagonals of Σ are assigned exponential

distributions. Let η = (ηkl : k < l) be a set of latent scale parameters. Using the popular scale

mixture representation of double exponential distributions [38], we can write

p(σ|ζ) =

∫
p(σ|ζ,η)p(η|ζ)dη,

with p(σ|ζ,η) given by

p(σ|ζ,η) = C−1
η

∏
k<l

[
1√

2πηkl
exp

(
−
σ2
kl

2ηkl

)] G∏
k=1

[
ζ

2
Exp(−ζ

2
σkk)

]
1Σ∈P+ , (5)

where Cη is the normalizing constant, which is an analytically intractable function of η. The

mixing density of η in the representation above is given by

p(η|ζ) ∝ Cη

∏
k<l

ζ2

2
exp(−ζ

2

2
ηkl). (6)
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Figure 1.

Plate Diagram Representation of the Proposed Model

The hierarchy is completed by adding a Gamma prior on ζ, ζ ∼ Gamma(aζ , bζ).

Finally, an inverse gamma prior σ2
y ∼ Inverse Gamma(aσ, bσ) is used on the variance

parameter σ2
y . A plate diagram of the model structure can be seen in Figure 1.

2.5. Hyperparameter Specification

The hyperparameters αg in the stick-breaking construction are assigned a discrete uniform

prior over 10 equally-spaced values in the interval [R−D, R−.10], which will allow the data to

dictate the level of sparsity appropriate for the prior [15]. The posterior updating of αg under the

griddy-Gibbs sampling algorithm can be found in the Online Resource. Although our extensive

exploration with simulation data shows that a careful choice of fixed αg value is able to produce

inference as good as is offered by allowing αg to vary, in practice, it is not clear how to choose

such values. Consequently, a naive choice of αg may offer incorrect conclusion from the model.

On the other hand, the posterior updating of αg in each iteration adds burden to computation.

Therefore, this article allows posterior updating of αg in the MCMC iteration, and fixes αg values

after the burn-in, at the value drawn in the nburn-th iteration, where nburn is the burn-in for the

MCMC chain. As we discuss later, nburn = 100 for simulation studies and equals 200 for the real
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data analysis. This both allows αg to be learned while reducing any research bias stemming from

a user dependent fixed value for αg. The strategy works for various simulation studies and

moderate perturbation of the prior range seems to produce robust inference. The values chosen

for aλ and bλ have a strong effect on the shrinkage properties of the generalized double-Pareto

prior, and setting aλ = 3 and bλ = 2D
√
aλ prevents the prior for λg,j,r from allowing for insufficient

variance for Bg[i1, ..., iD] to detect nonzero coefficients. Similar to [15], the hyperparameters aτ

and bτ are set to D − 1 and R1/D−1, respectively, in order to prevent overshrinkage with higher

tensor response dimensions. Following Wang et al. [39], aζ and bζ are set to 1 and 0.01,

respectively, in order to preserve relative noninformativity of the Gaussian graphical prior.

Finally, for both simulation studies and the real data analysis, aσ and bσ were set to be 1 and

− log 0.95, respectively. While these hyperparameters are specified to provide readers a specific

set of choices and they produce desirable results, we establish in the Simulation Studies section

that the inference is fairly robust with moderate perturbation of these hyperparameters.

3. Posterior Computation

The model framework and prior structure allow sampling from the posterior distribution

using the Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm outlined in the Online Resource. In

order to speed convergence of the MCMC chain, values for βg,j,r are initialized using the singular

value decomposition of the mode-j matricization of each B̂g,MLE , the maximum likelihood

estimate of the tensor-valued coefficient for the activation, assuming no connectivity component.

This particular initialization method limits the rank R of the model to an upper bound of

ming,j pg,j . The posterior distributions of unknown quantities of interest are approximated by

their empirical distributions from post burn-in MCMC samples.

Of particular interest in neuroscience is the assessment of whether a brain voxel is active or

not, which, in our modeling framework translates to verifying whether Bg[i1, ..., iD] is nonzero for

voxel (i1, ..., iD). It is well-acknowledged that the problem of selecting important cell coefficients

is a challenging task when Bg is assigned a continuous shrinkage prior, since none of the cell

coefficients is exactly zero in any MCMC iteration. The sequential 2-means method recently

developed by [25] and outlined in Algorithm 1 is thus used to classify whether a coefficient is zero
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or nonzero from their post burn-in MCMC iterates. This is done separately for each reconstructed

regional coefficient tensor Bg. Following the suggestion in [25], the value of b in Algorithm 1 is set

to be the median of the standard deviations of the elements within Bg. Within the estimates

obtained through the use of the sequential 2-means method, nonzero-valued voxels are considered

to be active.

Algorithm 1: Sequential 2-means for posterior draws s = 1, . . . , S for parameter θ

Result: Final estimate of θ with small elements set to be equal to 0

for s← 1 to S do

Cluster the absolute value of elements in θ(s) into two clusters, A and B, where Ā ≤ B̄,

where Ā and B̄ denote the mean of elements in the clusters A and B respectively;

Cluster the elements of A into two clusters, A and A′ such that Ā < Ā′;

while |Ā − Ā′| > b do

Cluster the elements of A into two clusters, A and A′ such that Ā < Ā′;

end

The number of elements remaining in A is the estimated number of true zero-valued

elements, n
(s)
z , in θ(s)

end

Find n̂z = median value of nz ;

Find θ̂ = median values of the elements in θ(1:S) ;

Set elements in θ̂ with the n̂z smallest absolute values to 0

In order to obtain an interpretable measure of the connectivity between regions, the partial

correlation between regions is examined. Since the partial correlation accounts for the correlation

between two regions after removing the influence of all other regions [7], it is expected to be an

appropriate measure of pairwise connections. First, the partial correlation matrix was calculated

from each posterior draw of Σ using the prec2part function in the DensParcorr package in R

[40]. Next, the sequential 2-means method [25] was used on the upper-triangular elements of the

partial correlation matrix to classify them as zero or nonzero. Regions with nonzero partial

correlations are said to be connected [41].
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4. Simulation Studies

To validate the proposed methods, we simulate synthetic data with similar structure to that

found in data collected from human fMRI studies. The tensor responses are simulated considering

a block experimental design from the likelihood in (2). In each simulation study, we construct

G = 10 different coefficient tensors corresponding to disjoint spaces, hereafter referred to as

regions. For ease of visualization, the coefficient tensors are created to be three-dimensional, but

can be generalized to any arbitrary dimension D so that the method may be applied to other

scenarios. Throughout the simulation study, a sample size of n = 20 subjects is used, with the

number of time points per subject being fixed at T = 100.

The covariate, xi,t = xt, was set to be the same for all of the subjects, without any loss of

generality. A block experimental design is employed to generate the covariate, which consists of

several discrete epochs of activity-rest periods, with the “activity” representing a period of

stimulus presentations, and the “rest” referring to a state of rest or baseline. These activity-rest

periods are alternated throughout the experiment to ensure that signal variation, scanner

sensitivity and subject movement have the similar effect throughout the experiment. To simulate

activity-rest periods, we use the stimulus indicator function zt as:

zt =


1, for kP < t < kP + P/2, k = 0, 1, . . .

0, otherwise

for all t, given a defined period P for the block design. In our simulations, P is set to be 30.

Next, the canonicalHRF function in the neuRosim package in R [43] is used to convolve the

stimulus indicator zt with the double-gamma canonical hemodynamic response function (HRF),

which corrects for the expected delay between a stimulus and the resultant physiological response

in the brain [11]. This HRF is set using the default function values in neuRosim to have a delay of

response relative to onset equal to 6 time steps, a delay of undershoot relative to onset of 12, a

dispersion of response equal to 0.9, a dispersion of undershoot equal to 0.9, and a scale of

undershoot equal to 0.35. The resulting covariate xt is plotted in Figure 1 of the Online Resource.

The dimensions of response tensor margins p1,g, p2,g, and p3,g all set to 10 for each region g,
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resulting in 10 regions with 1,000 voxels in each.

In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the shrinkage component of the model, the true

tensor coefficient values were randomly assigned using the specifyregion function from

neuRosim. This function allows for the definition of tensors such that nonzero elements are

spatially-contiguous spheres. In this simulation, the coefficient tensors are designed such that all

elements took the value of either zero or 0.05. In real fMRI data, activation is typically observed

in a small number of voxels/regions. Therefore we set the sizes of the true activated cells in our

simulated data to be no greater than 5% of the total tensor size. The true values for a slice of one

of the coefficient tensors can be seen in Figure 2.

The contrast-to-noise ratio, defined as Bg,v/σy for Bg,v 6= 0, was set to be equal to 0.05,

which is proposed as a realistic value for neuroimaging data by [42]. The connectivity between

tensor regions was simulated by setting two pairs of the ten regions to have a region-wide

correlation of 0.9, while all other regions were assigned correlations of zero. A covariance matrix

(Σ−1) was created from this correlation matrix, and the region effects for subject i were simulated

from a multivariate normal distribution with mean zero and covariance Σ−1. The signal-to-noise

ratio, defined as Σ−1
g,g′/σ

2
y for Σ−1

g,g′ 6= 0 was set to 1, a realistic value based on Welvaert and

Rosseel [42]. This quantity can be thought of as the relative effect of the connectivity on the

observed response tensors. Finally, the observation-level variance (σ2
y) was set to be 1.

4.1. Competitors

We fitted our proposed Bayesian model to the simulated data using different choices of rank

R. In most of the real life applications, small values of R are sufficient to attain the desired

inference, so models up to rank 7 were fit to the simulated data.

The performance of the proposed model is compared to that obtained from the following

models: a vectorized model with a Generalized Double Pareto (GDP) shrinkage prior on the

activation coefficients and a Gaussian graphical prior on the connectivity parameters, referred to

as the vectorized-GDP approach; another vectorized model with a spike and slab prior on the

activation coefficients referred to as the spike-and-slab approach; a general linear model (GLM).

Details about these models are provided below.
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The vectorized GDP model vectorizes the tensor response and builds a voxel specific linear

mixed effect model by regressing the response on predictors, followed by jointly estimating the

voxel specific regression coefficients using a shrinkage prior distribution. More precisely, if

Yg,i,t,v1,v2,v3 is the response at voxel (v1, v2, v3) in region g at time t for individual i, this mixed

effect model proposes

Yg,i,t,v1,v2,v3
ind.∼ N(b∗g,v1,v2,v3xi,t + d∗g,i, σ

∗2), β∗g ∼ N(0, τ∗gW∗
g), (7)

where β∗g = (b∗g,v1,v2,v3 : v1 = 1 : pg,1, v2 = 1 : pg,2, v3 = 1 : pg,3)′ ∈ Rpg,1×pg,2×pg,3 is the vector of

fixed effects and W∗
g = (ω∗g,v1,v2,v3 : v1 = 1 : pg,1, v2 = 1 : pg,2, v3 = 1 : pg,3). The random effects

d∗g,i’s are jointly assigned a Gaussian graphical prior similar to (4). The hierarchical specification

is completed by assigning τ∗g ∼ Gamma(aτ , bτ ), ω∗g,v1,v2,v3 ∼ Exp
(
λ∗2g
2

)
, λ∗g ∼ Gamma(aλ, bλ). The

vectorized GDP prior is a shrinkage prior on activation coefficients, which are envisioned as

approximations to the Bayesian variable selection priors. Hence, as it is also the case with the

spike-and-slab priors below, they take care of the multiplicity issues. Comparison with this

vectorized-GDP reveals the advantage of retaining the tensor structure of the response to capture

underlying local spatial structure while simultaneously inferring connectivity, as well as the

advantage due to the parsimony offered by the PARAFAC decomposition. We also attempted to

implement a spatially varying coefficient (SVC) model [48] and found it to be extremely

computationally demanding due to large matrix inversions in each MCMC iteration. Hence the

comparison with SVC is not reported.

The spike-and-slab model utilizes the spike-and-slab prior, introduced in Equation (1) with

v0 = 0.1 for the “spike”, or the part of the prior distribution with a high density around zero, and

v1 = 10 for the “slab”, or the part of the prior distribution centered around zero, but with a much

lower density around zero itself. The probability of inclusion in the spike prior component for

voxel v, γv, was assigned a Bernoulli prior distribution with probability πv. Finally, each πv was

assigned a Beta(2, 2) prior distribution. As shown by [36], keeping πv random as opposed to fixed

addresses the multiple correction issue in the spike and slab prior. As in the vectorized-GDP

competitor, the random effects d∗g,i for the subjects and regions are assigned a Gaussian graphical

prior as in (4).
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Rather than using a cutoff to determine whether there is activation for a particular voxel

within the coefficient tensor and for consistency in the comparison with the proposed approach,

the sequential 2-means method outlined in Algorithm 1 is used on the posterior values of the

coefficient tensor for the vectorized-GDP and spike and slab models. Similarly, the sequential-2

means method is also used to infer connectivity in both these competitors.

Finally, in order to improve the interpretability of the proposed model for those familiar with

neuroimaging, the general linear model (GLM) is also used for comparison. It is of importance to

note that the GLM is only placed on the activation components, as it fits each voxel to the

covariate separately, which assumes that each voxel is independent of the others. In addition,

sparsity in the activation cannot be built into the model assumptions, which has an effect on the

uncertainty quantification of the tensor coefficient elements. The connectivity estimates do not

have any uncertainty quantification at all. In order to determine activation, the

Benjamini-Hochberg method for multiple testing correction [2] is used, as it allows for the control

of the false discovery rate, which is desirable in high-dimensional regression settings. The

residuals from the GLM are then summed within each region of interest and used to estimate the

covariance between the regions. The covariance estimate is then used to estimate the precision

and the partial correlation.

4.2. Comparison Metrics

MCMC is run for 1,100 iterations for all competitors, with a 100-iteration burn-in and the

remaining used for inference. The assessment of convergence is made by the Raftery-Lewis

diagnostic test implemented in the R package “coda”. It shows a median effective sample size of

1,000 for the elements of all the Bgs in the rank 1 model, and around 840 for the rank 2 through

7 models. Comparisons among competitors are based on a model fitting statistic and point

estimation of Bg’s. The accuracy of detecting active and inactive voxels for each competitor are

also reported. Finally, we also compare competitors in terms of identifying connectivity between

regions as the main goal of our proposed approach is to jointly detect activation and connectivity.

Model fitting is compared using the deviance information criterion (DIC), defined in Gelman

et al. [12] as DIC = −2 log p(Y|B̂, d̂,X, σ̂2
y) + 2pDIC , where
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pDIC = 2
(

log p(Y|B̂, d̂,X, σ̂2
y)− 1

S

∑S
s=1 log p(Y|Bs,ds,X, σ

2(s)
y )

)
, θ̂ is the posterior mean

of any parameter θ, S is the total number of post burn-in posterior samples. The superscript s

denotes sth post burn-in posterior sample for a parameter, Y , X are the collection of all

responses and predictors respectively.

For comparison between the models in terms of point estimation of Bg’s, we compute the

square root of the mean squared error (RMSE) between the estimated tensor coefficient and true

tensor coefficient,
√∑G

g=1

∑
v∈Rg

(B̄g,v −B0
g,v)

2, where Rg represents region g, B0
g,v and B̄g,v are

the true and the posterior mean of the vthe cell coefficient in the gth region respectively. In

addition, as mentioned above, given the posterior mean estimates of Bg,v, sequential two-means

approach [25] is employed to identify active and inactive voxels. The true positive rate (TPR) and

false positive rate (FPR) are computed for the different approaches. Finally, a summary of the

performance of the connectivity for each model is given as the Frobenius norm of the difference

between the point estimate of the partial correlation (Ω̂) and the true partial correlation matrix

(Ω), with Ω = Σ−1. The Frobenius norm is defined for matrix A as ||A||F =
√

trace(A′A).

4.3. Results

In order to clearly define applications under which the proposed tensor model is expected to

perform well, the following research hypotheses will be tested. Under the structure of the

proposed tensor model, it is expected that sparse, hypercubic activation regions will be recovered

well by the model. Sparse connectivity is also expected to be recovered effectively if the true

partial correlation between regions is far enough away from zero. The model will also be tested in

cases in which the observation error in the simulated data is strongly autocorrelated. The tensor

models demonstrate benefit in terms of activation estimation, as seen in Figure 2. The slice of

activation data shown was selected by finding the slice of one of the tensor coefficients that had

the most true activation to clearly show the differences in the patterns of activation detection.

The proposed model excels in its ability to identify activation only in voxels in and around where

there is true activation, adequately capturing the localized spatial structure underlying the

activation mechanism. This is an advantage over all other competitors. In particular, note that
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the spike-and-slab approach leads to a relatively large number of isolated false positives, while the

vectorized-GDP identifies no active sites.

Performance measures for all the competitors are summarized in Table 1. Using the DIC as a

model selection criterion, the rank 3 model is chosen among the proposed models. Overall, tensor

models with rank greater than 1 outperform the vectorized-GDP in terms of sensitivity, with a

sensitivity that is on par with the spike-and-slab. Due to the shrinkage imposed by the Bayesian

models, the GLM has a better sensitivity and specificity for activation, however, it does not offer

reliable uncertainty quantification, spatially localized activation, or reliable estimates of

connectivity. Note that the spike-and-slab and vectorized-GDP competitors use far more

parameters in their hierarchical models than the proposed tensor regression models to estimate

the tensor coefficient. Therefore, the spike-and-slab and vectorized-GDP competitors are not

compared with respect to the deviance information criterion, as we have found this criterion to be

unreliable to compare models that have very large differences in the number of parameters due to

underestimation of the penalty term. When viewing Table 1, it is important to keep in mind that

we are interested in joint detection of activation and connectivity. Similar to the tensor

coefficient, the sequential two-means method [25] is used on the off-diagonal elements of the

partial correlation matrix calculated from the precision matrix Σ to recover the connectivity

structure among regions in the simulated data. In terms of the connectivity we see that the best

performance is obtained by the tensor model of rank 3 and the worst is that obtained by the

GLM approach. All unconnected regions are classified as having a partial correlation of zero, and

the connected regions have nonzero partial correlations. The estimates from the model with the

optimal rank as determined by the DIC and the competitor models are shown in Figure 3, which

shows that the effect sizes are smaller than the true generative values. However, in settings with

low signal-to-noise ratio and sample size, the proposed tensor model with rank 3 generally gives

non-zero values for region pairs with true nonzero values, while leading to significant shrinkage in

the true zero values. The GLM on the other hand does not adequately estimate connectivity.
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# Parameters in B Time (Hrs) DIC RMSE for B Sensitivity Specificity ||Ω̂−Ω||F
Rank 1 300 3.36 577863793 0.0247 0.4537 0.8124 1.1928

Rank 2 600 4.08 577825593 0.0251 0.6146 0.7896 1.0930

Rank 3 900 4.93 577724587 0.0252 0.6098 0.7891 0.9623

Rank 4 1200 5.55 577877043 0.0252 0.6098 0.7911 0.9822

Rank 5 1500 6.33 577823303 0.0252 0.6146 0.7934 1.1084

Rank 6 1800 7.07 577849650 0.0252 0.6098 0.7945 1.1701

Rank 7 2100 7.23 577806310 0.0252 0.6146 0.7954 1.1366

Vectorized 10000 1.42 0.0232 0.5756 0.8871 0.9989

Spike-and-Slab 10000 2.22 0.0241 0.6049 0.8696 1.2795

GLM 10000 0.02 0.0037 0.8634 0.9955 2.7857

Table 1.

Performance diagnostics based on 1,100 draws from the posterior distribution with multiple different models using the

same simulated data. For the performance measures of the Bayesian models, the first 100 draws from the posterior

distribution are discarded as a burn-in.

4.4. Sensitivity Analyses

4.4.1. Temporally correlated errors

Given that the model makes assumptions about independent errors, simulation tests were

also conducted under data generation scenarios that violate this assumption. Therefore, in

addition to having a scenario with independent errors eg,i,t,` ∈ Eg,i,t as proposed in the original

setting, we considered a new smaller scale simulation scenario in which the errors have an

autoregressive structure of order 1. That is, eg,i,t,` = 0.9eg,i,t−1,` + ug,i,t,`, with ug,i,t,` assumed to

be independent and identically distributed with mean zero and variance σ2
y = 1. This structure

results in simulated data that are highly autocorrelated. In this new scenario we simulated G = 5

regions, each with response tensors of size Yg ∈ R20×20 for n = 20 subjects and T = 100 time

steps. Furthermore, in order to directly show the effect of the autocorrelated errors on the model

performance, an otherwise identical dataset of the same size was created in which the error in the

data generation model was not autocorrelated.

For each of the two settings in this new simulation scenario, B̂g for the spike-and-slab

competitor, the vectorized-GDP competitor, the GLM and the tensor model are created using the

sequential 2-means method. The sensitivity and specificity were then found for each model, and
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Autocorrelated Error Uncorrelated Error

Sensitivity Specificity Sensitivity Specificity

Rank 1 0.5660 0.4836 0.5660 0.5290

Rank 2 0.5660 0.4182 0.5660 0.5090

Rank 3 0.5660 0.4134 0.5660 0.4979

Rank 4 0.5660 0.4113 0.5660 0.4836

Rank 5 0.5660 0.4097 0.5660 0.4667

Vectorized 0.5660 0.4266 0.5660 0.5026

Spike-and-Slab 0.5660 0.4261 0.5660 0.5048

GLM 0.0283 0.9974 0.0000 1.0000

Table 2.

Comparison of Performance for Correlated and Uncorrelated Error

can be seen in Table 2. It is important to note that the GLM does not do well in this scenario due

to the low contrast-to-noise ratio combined with a smaller sample size in which only around 5% of

the voxels in the coefficient tensor are actually nonzero. In spite of using the same multiple

corrections method used for the GLM in the calculation of Table 1, in this case the GLM leads to

a very poor sensitivity of 0.0283. Note that the specificity and sensitivity also go down for the

other models also due to the smaller sample size, but the key part here is that the sensitivity

measures are not affected by the induced temporal autocorrelation in the tensor models.

4.4.2. Contrast-to-noise comparisons

Next, we ran a set of scenarios in which the only change in the simulated data was the

contrast-to-noise ratio, something that should have a significant impact on the activation

inference. In each simulated dataset, again, the number of subjects was set to n = 20, the number

of time steps was set to T = 100, the number of regions was set to G = 5, the signal to noise ratio

was set to 5, and the observation noise was set to σ2
y = 1. Figure 4 shows the sensitivity and

specificity for different values of the contrast-to-noise ratio. This shows that the proposed model

is more sensitive than Bayesian competitors at low contrast-to-noise levels. This also shows that
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the higher-rank models have a higher specificity than the Bayesian competitors at higher

contrast-to-noise ratios.

4.4.3. Hyperparameter sensitivity

Finally, in order to test the robustness of the model to choices of the hyperparameters, a grid

of hyperparameter values was made by scaling each of the “standard” values for aλ, bλ, aτ , bτ , aζ ,

bζ , aσ, and bσ, defined in Section 2.5, by 0.01, 1, and 100, resulting in 6,561 different

combinations. Of these, 100 settings were randomly sampled from the list and then tested with

tensor model corresponding to Rank 3. We graphed boxplots of the RMSE as well as length and

coverage of 95% CI for all these hyperparameter combinations (these are available in Figure 2 of

the Online Resource). The results are fairly robust with all three metrics varying within a small

range under all different hyperparameter combinations. Overall, the simulation study reveals

excellent recovery of activation and connectivity among regions by the proposed model. Although

the computation time for the proposed model may a bit on the higher side, the burden is

somewhat lessened by the rapid MCMC convergence for the model parameters allowing accurate

inference even with a small burn-in.

5. Real Data Analysis

We analyze data collected in a study examining the fMRI scans of individuals undergoing a

test which introduces risk-taking scenarios. This study is known as the Balloon Analog

Risk-Taking Task Experiment, which requires participants to make active decisions, and whose

design has been found to correlate with a number of naturalistic risk-taking behaviors [35]. The

data are available from the OpenfMRI project and the OpenNeuro platform at

https://openneuro.org/datasets/ds000001/versions/00006?app=MRIQC&version=33&job=

5978f5dca1f52600019e85c4. It consists of 16 individuals who were scanned using a 3T Siemens

AG Allegra MRI machine in the Ahmanson-Lovelace Brain Mapping Center at UCLA. While in

the scanner, the subjects inflated simulated balloons. A trial is defined as a balloon that can be

pumped a certain number of times. Each trial could end in one of two ways. First, the subject

could “cash-out” at any point during the trial and add the cumulative winnings for that balloon

https://openneuro.org/datasets/ds000001/versions/00006?app=MRIQC&version=33&job=5978f5dca1f52600019e85c4
https://openneuro.org/datasets/ds000001/versions/00006?app=MRIQC&version=33&job=5978f5dca1f52600019e85c4
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to their collective “bank”. Second, upon pumping, a balloon may explode and the participants

would lose the cumulative winnings for that balloon and nothing would be added to their

collective “bank”. The subjects interacted with the simulation by pushing one of two buttons

with their right pointer finger or right middle finger. Each trial began with winnings of $0.25,

displayed below the balloon, and each successive pump added $0.25 to the cumulative winnings

for that balloon. The balloons were red, green, or blue in color, and the maximum number of

pumps for a balloon was drawn from a discrete uniform distribution between 1 and 8, 12, or 16,

depending on the color of the balloon. Intermittently, subjects would be shown a grey control

balloon with a maximum of 12 pumps that did not explode and did not have any associated

monetary value. Unlike with the colored balloons, subjects did not have the option to “cash-out”

when inflating the control balloon. Each run for each subject was ten minutes in length, during

which each color balloon could be presented no more than 12 times.

The preprocessing was done using FSL following what was done by [35] as closely as possible.

The fMRI have a repetition time (TR) of 2 seconds. In order to allow for T1 equilibrium effects,

the first two scans were dropped. The EPI images were motion corrected, then high-pass filtered

using a Gaussian least-squares linear fit with sigma = 50.0 seconds. Brain extraction was done

using the BET function in FSL. The anatomic (T1-weighted) scans were registered using an affine

transformation to standard Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) space, and the EPI scans were

then registered to each subject’s corresponding anatomic scan. Finally, the data were spatially

smoothed using a Gaussian kernel with a 5mm full-width half-maximum (FWHM). As these

methods are implemented on the whole brain volumes all at once, the EPI scans were

downsampled to have voxels with volume 8mm3 to find areas of increased activity within the

entire brain in order to choose slices within the brain that can be analyzed at a higher resolution

with voxels of volume 2mm3. For both cases, data were separated into 9 regions of interest based

on the MNI structural atlas provided within FSL [6, 27]. The MNI structural atlas is a

hand-segmented atlas developed by [27] and [6] and distributed within the FSL library of

neuroimaging tools [18]. Choice of atlas is dependent on particular hypotheses, and can have a

large effect on the connectivity inference of the proposed model. Splitting large regions of interest

into two subregions has been found to be practically unnecessary, as the partial correlation within
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these subregions has been observed to be very high, even when the regions that were split apart

are not physically contiguous within the brain. This does not present meaningful additional

inference in the results of the model, so the regions of interest are kept as defined by the structural

atlas in order to ease interpretation of the results. The voxel-level activation results were observed

to be practically unchanged by splitting the regions of interest. One subject (subject 15) was

removed from the dataset after exploratory data analysis showed unusually high variance and

temporal patterns that were not present in the scans of other subjects. In the whole-brain

analysis, the regions of interest varied in size between 99 voxels and 1667 voxels after the BOLD

response tensors were multiplied by binary masks, with a median region volume of 649 voxels.

To measure the level of risk being processed by a subject at a given time, we slightly modified

the procedure used in Schonberg et al. [35], described as follows. Begin with the centered number

of pumps that an individual gave a treatment balloon before they cashed-out or the balloon

exploded. It is assumed that the higher the number of pumps becomes, the more risk is present to

the individual. This value was then convolved with the double-gamma haemodynamic response

function (HRF), which takes into account the physiological lag between stimulus and response,

and smooths the stepwise function for the centered number of pumps. In this analysis, all subjects

are similar in age, and so they are assumed to have the same HRF. Future work may be done to

expand the model to account for variance in the HRF for different subjects. The HRF used the

default values in the canonicalHRF function in the neuRosim package in R, which are described in

the Simulated Data Analysis section. Finally, we deviated from [35] by subtracting the centered,

convolved number of pumps on the control balloon from the treatment series to provide a basis of

comparison between the two balloon types. To summarize, the final covariate is calculated as

(covariate) = (centered, convolved number of treatment pumps) − (centered, convolved number of control pumps).

Figure 5 shows the raw values for the centered number of control and treatment pumps, as well as

the convolved pump functions and the final values for the covariate that were used in these

analyses.

The independent variable was then created as the difference between parametric modulation
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of the number of pumps on the treatment balloons and on the control balloons. The first two

covariate values for each subject were removed to match the two dropped volumes in the EPI

images. This covariate can be viewed as a contrast that accounts for the effect of the treatment

balloons that mitigates any activation by subtracting the effect of increased pumps on the control

balloon, when subjects are aware that there is no risk (see Figure 5). This is similar to, but not

the same as the analyses done in Schonberg et al. [35] , which attempts to measure activity by

subtracting effect estimates associated with the control balloons from the effect estimates

associated with the treatment balloons. In this scenario positive coefficients imply more activity

associated with treament balloons, negative coefficients suggest higher activity levels for the

control balloons, and values close to zero imply no activity or similar activity for the treatment

and control balloons.

The previous work done by [35] concludes that areas within the frontal lobe, insula, and

occipital lobe show BOLD response associations with risk-associated tasks. In this analysis, the

data will be analyzed in order to verify these conclusions and explore the functional connectivity

between the defined regions of interest. We hypothesize that our model will recover activations in

the frontal lobe and insula, and that there will be some positive partial correlations between the

two groups.

The proposed Bayesian tensor mixed effect models were fitted first on whole-brain data with

low ranks in order to identify regions of the brain that should be examined further in a

full-resolution analysis of a slice within the scans. This is done in order to perform an analysis

over the whole brain, which produces a dataset that does not fit into computer memory

all-at-once at full resolution, without sacrificing precision on the estimate of voxel-level activation.

Next, low-rank models were fitted to data from an axial slice in which z = 18 in the MNI

standard space. This slice was identified as being within a region showing activity in the

whole-brain analysis.

Due to the large size of the data, 2,200 samples were drawn from the joint posterior

distribution of all of the parameters, and the first 200 samples were discarded as a “burn-in”

measure. We believe that this is a sufficient posterior sample size based on examinations of the

log-likelihood and autocorrelation functions, which can be seen in the Online Resource Figures 3
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and 4. In addition, the effectiveSize function within the coda package in R is used to calculate

median values for the effective sample size for the 2,000 posterior draws of the elements in all Bg

for the different rank models, see Table 3. This table indicates uncorrelated post burn-in posterior

samples to draw reliable posterior inference.

The final estimates of the activation tensors were found following the sequential 2-means

variable selection method as described in Li and Pati [25], using the median posterior standard

deviations of the elements within each tensor Bg as the tuning parameter. These estimates within

the whole brain were then reorganized to their original positions, and can be seen for a single

axial slice in Figure 6. Results for the high-resolution analysis of a single axial slice based on the

whole-brain analysis can be seen in Figure 7. Higher values of the coefficient suggest that there is

an increase in the BOLD response associated with higher levels of perceived risk. Larger positive

values suggest that blood flow increases in these regions as risk increases. Larger negative values

would suggest regions that exhibit a decrease in blood flow as risk increases, though no such

regions were observed in this analysis. The figures do show activations in the left posterior region

of the frontal lobe and the anterior portion of the left insula, as concluded in [35].

Similar to the simulation studies, the vectorized GDP, spike-and-slab, and GLM competitors

are also fitted to the data to assess the advantages of preserving the tensor structure of the brain

image in our proposed model. According to the Deviance Information Criterion (DIC) [12] given

in Table 3, Rank 2 is the best performing tensor mixed effect model for the higher resolution 2D

slice data, while Rank 1 is the best performing model in the whole volume data. Figures 6 and 7

show that all the models that use tensor decompositions generally agree in terms of the posterior

activation results. The vectorized model provides much lower estimates of activation strength

than those obtained from the tensor decomposition models. These results suggest that the tensor

mixed-effects models using the tensor decomposition is more sensitive than the GLM or

vectorized GDP models, while also being more specific in detecting non-activation in regions

further from active regions than the spike-and-slab model.

The estimates for the significantly nonzero partial correlations between regions for the whole

brain shown in Figure 8 indicate a functional connectivity network that also supports our

hypothesis that the frontal lobe and the insula are connected. Other rank models lead to results
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Slice Whole Brain

ESS DIC ESS DIC

Rank 1 1826 1107186130 1743 1777033580

Rank 2 1742 1107078983 1583 1777227494

Rank 3 1742 1107160202 1211 1777227494

Rank 4 1709 1107130129

Rank 5 1705 1107130129

Spike-and-Slab 2000 2000

Vectorized 1774 2000

Table 3.

The median effective sample size and log deviance information criterion for the five tensor decomposition models and

a vectorized model for comparison.

with similar connective networks. The whole-brain connectivity network is shown because the

results are more interpretable. Our finding agrees with earlier experiments suggesting that the

frontal lobe plays a role in the assessment of risk [28]. The numeric estimates for these partial

correlations are small, which is to be expected in high-noise smoothed data, especially given the

strength of the regularization in the Gaussian graphical prior (note that this prior induces strong

shrinkage, see, for example the strength of the regularization in Figure 3 that is obtained in a

much simpler simulation scenario with reasonable signal-to-noise data). However, these detected

connectivity network in the regions of interest are significant and may be of investigative interest

to neuroscientists.

6. Conclusion and Future Work

We present a new Bayesian tensor model for joint detection of voxel-level activation and

region-specific connectivity in multi-subject studies. The proposed model produces markedly

improved inference over a vectorized GDP model both in terms of identifying point estimation

and quantifying uncertainty in a statistically principled manner. In addition, the model performs

especially well in scenarios with low contrast-to-noise ratios, properly identifying hypercubic
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nonzero-valued regions within tensor coefficients while also finding functional connectivity between

predefined regions. We also found that the proposed model exhibits an advantage over other

Bayesian models in that nonzero estimates of activation tend to remain tightly clustered around

true activation regions, preserving the underlying localized spatial structure. This is in contrast

to both the spike-and-slab and vectorized GDP models considered as competitors. Our sensitivity

analysis exhibited the robustness of the model to choices of hyperparameters. The proposed

modeling structure is also flexible as it does not require extensive parameter tuning, adjustments

for multiple testing, or selecting specific basis representations, making it accessible to a wide range

neuroscientists and statisticians alike. Analysis of the model’s performance under misspecification

showed that it does not appear to be strongly impacted by the presence of temporal correlated

errors. Due to the shrinkage priors imposed on the activation and connectivity components of the

model, effect sizes are mildly underestimated, but activation and connectivity are still detected in

low contrast-to-noise and signal-to-noise settings. Furthermore, our simulation studies show that

the proposed tensor models performs better than competing models, particularly in comparison to

the GLM, in terms inferring the connectivity structure across multiple regions.

Our analysis of a subset of the brain data examined by [35] confirmed that increased risk was

associated with activity in the insula and frontal lobe. The inference was further improved by

examining functional connectivity between regions of interest to detect a functional connectivity

network, which we hope can be further explored in future research.

Our proposed approach assumes several important extensions. Notably, the parsimony in

activation coefficients achieved by a PARAFAC decomposition may appear to be restrictive in

certain applications, and can be replaced by a more flexible Tucker decomposition. Additional

shrinkage prior models may also be explored under different tensor decomposition prior structures

to explore the effects on posterior inference. Extensions of (2) that incorporate nonlinear regional

effects through time will also be explored. Very importantly, extending the model to include

temporal and spatio-temporal dependent error structures may further improve the model in its

use with fMRI data. Finally, investigation into model-driven choices for subject-specific

haemodynamic response functions may improve upon the accuracy of the proposed approach in

real data applications.
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Figure 2.

Rank model estimates and true value for a single slice of a three-dimensional coefficient tensor. Estimates are found

using the sequential 2-means variable selection method [25]. The spike-and-slab and vectorized model estimates are

also included for comparison.
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Figure 3.

Estimates of the partial correlation for all possible region pairs after using the sequential 2-means method from Li

and Pati [25]. The true partial correlation values for all region pairs are shown for comparison.
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Figure 4.

Sensitivity and specificity under varying contrast-to-noise ratios
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Figure 5.

The numeric values for the centered number of pumps for the control and treatment balloons, their convolutions with

the double-gamma haemodynamic response function, and the final covariate used for these analyses.
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Figure 6.

One Slice of Activity Estimates - Whole Brain
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Figure 7.

One Slice of Activity Estimates - Single Slice
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Figure 8.

The connected regions of the whole brain in the rank 1 model, based on the partial correlation. The partial correlation

here was found after using the sequential 2-means method [25] on the partial correlation matrix elements across all

MCMC samples. Thicker lines correspond to larger partial correlations, as all of the estmates of the nonzero partial

correlations are positive.
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